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WHY KOMPAS?
Dear Independent Traveler:
The ‘Putnik Transport Agency’ was started in 1951 to create wholesome travel experiences in erstwhile Yugoslavia.
Kompas, the successor to Putnik is now one of the largest travel companies in Eastern and Central Europe.
We are absolutely delighted that you’ve chosen Kompas as your travel companion. And we are grateful and excited to
embark on this amazing journey with you. All of our associates, drivers and guides are passionate local professionals.
We created this kaleidoscope of Independent Journeys with your wanderlust in mind. We packed all the essentials,
such as private transfers, rail tickets, car rentals, hotel reservations and sightseeing tours. You can easily load up by
upgrading, customizing and adding unique experiences. Most itineraries start in a major city, and, seven days later,
finish in another. A few journeys are seasonal but most run year-round and depart daily. For longer vacations, you
can extend your Independent Journey by adding on a Kompas escorted tour, or a Kompas Adriatic cruise. Doing so
will afford you a discount of 10%.
Because travel plans change, Kompas has simple and generous cancellation and refund policies.
Thank you for letting us guide your travels.

Escorted Tours
Adriatic Small Ship Cruises
Independent Journeys
Custom Groups
Wholesome Affordable Travel Packages Since 1951

SPLIT & DUBROVNIK
5 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
HUNGARY

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:







Zagreb

SLOVENIA

 Private arrival transfer from Split airport to the hotel
 5-day/4-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first-class or superior first-class

CROATIA

hotels:
 2 nights in Split
 2 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Split
Private walking tour around the Old Town in Dubrovnik
Catamaran from Split to Dubrovnik (Jun-Oct)
Private transfer from Split to Dubrovnik (Nov-May)
Private departure transfer to Dubrovnik airport

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

Split 2
MONTENEGRO
ADRIATIC SEA

Dubrovnik
2

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			
 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Split: Marul Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad Hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Split: Park Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Hotel More or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Split					
Upon arrival in Split, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Your time is free to explore Split on your own.

Day 2, in Split						
Explore the vibrant Mediterranean town of Split with an
exciting hop-on, hop-off bus tour! There are two routes with
more than ten stops to enjoy sightseeing at your own pace.
(B)
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

SPLIT & DUBROVNIK
5 days independent journey with private transportation

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 3, from Split to Dubrovnik				
Today, a catamaran takes you from the port in Split to
Dubrovnik, the Pearl of the Adriatic (June to October). Upon
arrival at Port Gruz in Dubrovnik, a private transfer takes you
to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to start exploring on
your own. (B)
Note: From November to May, the catamaran does not operate,
and the journey is assured by a private vehicle.

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 4, in Dubrovnik					
This morning enjoy a private two-hour walking tour around
the Old Town. Views of Onofrio’s Fountain, Orlando’s Column,
the Church of St. Blaise, the Rector’s Palace, the Dominican
and Franciscan monasteries, and many more sights are all
part of the tour. (B)

Day 5, depart from Dubrovnik				
Your independent journey ends today. You are transferred
to Dubrovnik airport. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia”, or
one of our Adriatic cruises. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$859

$560

11/01/20

12/31/20

$845

$547

01/01/21

03/31/21

$950

$575

04/01/21

06/30/21

$1,145

$625

07/01/21

09/17/21

$1,040

$599

09/18/21

10/31/21

$999

$579

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,115

$699

11/01/20

12/31/20

$1,045

$669

01/01/21

03/31/21

$1,239

$710

04/01/21

06/30/21

$1,409

$855

07/01/21

09/17/21

$1,375

$995

09/18/21

10/31/21

$1,287

$980

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

SPLIT & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
HUNGARY

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

Zagreb

SLOVENIA

 Private arrival transfer from Split airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first-class or superior first-class hotels:
 3 nights in Split
 3 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
 Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Split
 Private walking tour around the Old Town in Dubrovnik
 Catamaran from Split to Dubrovnik (Jun-Oct)
 Private transfer from Split to Dubrovnik (Nov-May)
 Private departure transfer to Dubrovnik airport

CROATIA

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

Split 3
MONTENEGRO
ADRIATIC SEA

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Dubrovnik
3

ITINERARY:						

 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

Day 1, arrive in Split					
Upon arrival in Split, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Your time is free to explore Split on your own.

HOTELS:

Day 2, in Split						

 First-class:
 Split: Marul Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad Hotel or similar

Explore the vibrant Mediterranean town of Split with an
exciting hop-on, hop-off bus tour! There are two routes with
more than ten stops to enjoy sightseeing at your own pace. (B)

 Superior first-class:
 Split: Park Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Hotel More or similar

Day 3, in Split						
Enjoy a full day at leisure or join an optional excursion to the
Krka waterfalls or Hvar Island. (B)
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

SPLIT & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation

Day 4, from Split to Dubrovnik				

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Today, a catamaran takes you from the port in Split to
Dubrovnik, the Pearl of the Adriatic (June to October). Upon
arrival at Port Gruz in Dubrovnik, a private transfer takes you
to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to start exploring on
your own. (B)
Note: From November to May, the catamaran does not operate,
and the journey is assured by a private vehicle.

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 5, in Dubrovnik					
This morning enjoy a private two-hour walking tour around
the Old Town. Views of Onofrio’s Fountain, Orlando’s Column,
the Church of St. Blaise, the Rector’s Palace, the Dominican
and Franciscan monasteries, and many more sights are all
part of the tour. (B)

Day 6, in Dubrovnik					
Today is free at leisure. You may consider taking an optional
excursion to Montenegro. Wine tasting on the Peljesac
peninsula, or a private tour to the Medieval fortresses of
Korcula and Ston are also optional possibilities. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,175

$845

11/01/20

03/31/21

$1,075

$475

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,275

$735

05/01/21

05/31/21

$1,465

$887

06/01/21

06/30/21

$1,335

$1,009

07/01/21

09/17/21

$1,445

$1,119

09/18/21

10/31/21

$1,380

$1,050

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 7, depart from Dubrovnik				
Your independent journey ends today. You are transferred
to Dubrovnik airport. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia”, or
one of our Adriatic cruises. (B)
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,550

$1,229

11/01/20

12/31/20

$1,305

$739

03/01/21

03/31/21

$1,299

$735

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,607

$1,030

05/01/21

06/30/21

$1,859

$1,280

07/01/21

09/17/21

$1,947

$1,620

09/18/21

10/31/21

$1,825

$1,489

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

SPLIT, HVAR & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
HUNGARY

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
SLOVENIA

 Private arrival transfer from Split airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class










CROATIA

hotels:
 2 nights in Split
 2 nights on Hvar Island
 2 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on, hop-off city tour in Split
Public walking tour in Hvar
Private walking tour of the Old Town in Dubrovnik
Catamaran from Split to Hvar
Catamaran from Hvar to Dubrovnik (Jun-Oct)
Catamaran from Hvar to Split (Nov-May)
Private transfer from Split to Dubrovnik (Nov-May)
Private departure transfer to Dubrovnik airport

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

Split 2
Hvar 2
ADRIATIC SEA

MONTENEGRO

Dubrovnik
2

Day 2, in Split						

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Explore the vibrant Mediterranean town of Split with an
exciting hop-on, hop-off bus tour! There are two routes with
more than ten stops to enjoy sightseeing at your own pace.
(B)

 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

Day 3, Split to Hvar Island 					

HOTELS:

This morning board a catamaran to Hvar island. Upon
arrival walk from the Harbour to your hotel. The rest of the
day is free to explore on your own. (B)

 First-class:
 Split: Marul Hotel or similar
 Hvar: Amfora Grand Beach Resort or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad Hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Split: Park Hotel or similar
 Hvar: Adriana Spa & Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Hotel More or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Split					
Upon arrival in Split, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Your time is free to explore Split on your own.
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

SPLIT, HVAR & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation
Day 7, depart from Dubrovnik				
Your independent journey ends today. You are transferred
to Dubrovnik airport. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining one of our escorted tours or Adriatic
cruises. (B)
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Day 4, in Hvar						

Start

End

On a two-hour private walking tour, you discover the most
important sights of the Old Town. The rest of the day is free,
or you may consider an optional tour to the Blue Caves. (B)

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,320

$757

11/01/20

03/31/21

$1,215

$599

04/01/21

05/31/21

$1,410

$695

06/01/21

06/30/21

$1,625

$1,020

07/01/21

09/16/21

$1,720

$1,197

09/17/21

09/30/21

$1,485

$857

10/01/21

10/31/21

$1,285

$769

Day 5, Hvar island to Dubrovnik				
Today, a catamaran takes you to Dubrovnik, the Pearl of
the Adriatic, (June to October). Upon arrival at Port Gruz in
Dubrovnik, a private transfer takes you to your hotel. The rest
of the day is free. (B)
Note: From November to May, the catamaran does not operate,
and the journey is assured by a catamaran to Split and by private
vehicle from Split to Dubrovnik.

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 6, in Dubrovnik					
This morning, enjoy a private two-hour walking tour around
the Old Town. Views of Onofrio’s Fountain, Orlando’s Column,
the Church of St. Blaise, the Rector’s Palace, the Dominican
and Franciscan monasteries, and many more sights are all
part of the tour. (B)
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,635

$1,007

11/01/20

03/31/21

$1,427

$ 995

04/01/21

05/17/21

$1,775

$1,290

05/18/21

05/31/21

$1,975

$1,257

06/01/21

06/30/21

$2,129

$1,699

07/01/21

09/15/21

$2,225

$1,795

09/16/21

09/30/21

$1,825

$1,395

10/01/21

10/31/21

$1,687

$1,159

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

SPLIT, HVAR, KORCULA & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day between June
and October!

SLOVENIA

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
 Private arrival transfer from Split airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class









BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

hotels:
 2 nights in Split
 1 night on Hvar Island
 1 night on Korcula Island
 2 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on, hop-off city tour in Split
Private walking tour around the Old Town in Hvar
Private walking Tour around Dubrovnik’s Old Town
Catamaran from Split to Hvar
Catamaran from Hvar to Korcula
Catamaran Korcula to Dubrovnik
Private transfer to Dubrovnik airport

CROATIA
Split 2
Hvar 1
ADRIATIC SEA

1

Korcula

MONTENEGRO

Dubrovnik
2

Day 2, in Split						
Explore the vibrant Mediterranean town of Split with an
exciting hop-on, hop-off sightseeing tour! There are two
routes with more than ten stops to enjoy sightseeing at your
own pace. (B)

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 3, Split to Hvar Island 					

 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

This morning, board a catamaran to Hvar. Upon arrival walk
from the harbour to your hotel (hotel provides porterage). The
rest of the day is free to explore on your own. Don’t miss the
Groda Piazza, the arsenal, the first public theatre in Europe,
the cathedral of St. Stephen, the Franciscan monastery, and
the Fortica Espanjola fortress. (B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Split: Marul Hotel or similar
 Hvar: Amfora Grand Beach Resort or similar
 Korcula: De La Ville or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad Hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Split: Park Hotel or similar
 Hvar: Adriana Spa & Hotel or similar
 Korcula: Hotel Korsal sea view or similar
 Dubrovnik: Hotel More or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Split					
Upon arrival in Split, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Your time is free to explore Split on your own.
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

SPLIT, HVAR, KORCULA & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation
Day 6, in Dubrovnik 					
Today is free at leisure. You may consider taking an optional
excursion to Montenegro, experience wine tasting on the
Peljesac peninsula, or take a private tour to the medieval
fortresses of Korcula and Ston. (B)

Day 7, depart from Dubrovnik				
Your independent journey ends today. You are transferred
to Dubrovnik airport or you can continue your vacation by
joining our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia”, or one of our
Adriatic cruises. (B)
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 4, Hvar to Korcula Island 				
Today, walk to the Hvar harbor from where you will board the
catamaran to Korcula island. Upon arrival, you will be met
and transferred to your hotel. Your time here is free to explore
the medieval town of Korcula. (B)

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 5, Korcula to Dubrovnik				
Another catamaran sets sail and whisks you to Dubrovnik,
the Pearl of the Adriatic. Upon arrival, a private transfer takes
you to your hotel. You are free to explore Dubrovnik on your
own. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

06/01/21

06/30/21

$1,625

$1,130

07/01/21

08/18/21

$1,759

$1,265

08/19/21

09/22/21

$1,585

$1,205

09/23/21

10/31/21

$1,395

$1,119

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

06/01/21

06/30/21

$1,937

$1,559

07/01/21

09/30/21

$2,087

$1,709

10/01/21

10/12/21

$1,875

$1,360

10/13/21

10/31/21

$1,595

$1,190

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

ZAGREB, OPATIJA, SPLIT & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
HUNGARY

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
SLOVENIA

 Private arrival transfer from Zagreb airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class









1

Zagreb
CROATIA

2

Opatija

hotels:
 1 night in Zagreb
 2 nights in Opatija
 1 night in Split
 2 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Private transfer from Zagreb to Opatija
Private transfer from Opatija to Split
Private walking tour around the Old Town in Split
Catamaran from Split to Dubrovnik (Jun-Oct)
Private transfer from Split to Dubrovnik (Nov-May)
Private walking tour around the Old Town in Dubrovnik
Private departure transfer to Dubrovnik airport

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

Split 1
MONTENEGRO
ADRIATIC SEA

Dubrovnik
2

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Zagreb					
Upon arrival in Zagreb, the capital of Croatia, you will be met
and transferred to your hotel. Your time is free to explore
Zagreb on your own or to join an optional tour such as a
private 2-hour walking tour or a private 4-hour walking &
panoramic tour of Zagreb.

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			
 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

Day 2, from Zagreb to Opatija				

HOTELS:

You are transferred by private vehicle to the Kvarner Bay
resort town of Opatija. The rest of the day is free to discover
why Opatija has been one of the most popular destinations in
Croatia since the 19th century. (B)

 First-class:
 Zagreb: Palace Hotel or similar
 Opatija: Remisens Premium Palace or similar
 Split: Marul Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad Hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Zagreb: Esplanade Hotel or similar
 Opatija: Remisens Ambassador or similar
 Split: Park Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Hotel More or similar
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

ZAGREB, OPATIJA, SPLIT & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 3, in Opatija						
Today is free to relax. You may also consider taking an
optional tour to Pula, Rovinj, and Motovun. Other optional
tours include Olive oil tasting or Lunch at a winery with wine
tasting. (B)

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 4, Opatija to Split 					

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,850

$775

11/01/20

03/31/21

$1,775

$769

04/01/21

05/15/21

$1,975

$725

05/16/21

06/30/21

$2,125

$860

Day 5, from Split to Dubrovnik				

07/01/21

09/17/21

$2,095

$989

This morning a catamaran takes you from the port in Split to
Dubrovnik, the Pearl of the Adriatic (June to October). Upon
arrival at Port Gruz in Dubrovnik, a private transfer takes you
to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to start exploring on
your own. (B)
Note: From November to May, the catamaran does not operate,
and the journey is assured by a private vehicle.

09/18/21

09/30/21

$1,945

$889

10/01/21

10/31/21

$1,867

$777

A private transfer will bring you to Split. En-route you may book
an optional private city tour of either Zadar or Sibenik, both
UNESCO world heritage sites. In Split there is a private twohour walking tour around the Old Town. It includes a visit to
the 1700-year-old Diocletian’s Palace, the Jupiter’s Temple, the
Peristyle, and the beautiful Cathedral of St. Duje. (B)

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 6, in Dubrovnik					
This morning there is a private 2-hour walking tour around
the Old Town. Views of Onofrio's Fountain, Orlando's Column
the Church of St Blaise, the Cathedral, the Dominican and
Franciscan monasteries, and many more sights are all part of
the tour. (B)

Day 7, depart from Dubrovnik				
Your independent journey ends today. You are transferred
to Dubrovnik airport. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia”, or
one of our Dalmatian cruises.
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$2,129

$1,055

11/01/20

03/31/21

$2,225

$1,045

04/01/21

05/31/21

$2,335

$1,069

06/01/21

06/30/21

$2,450

$1,189

07/01/21

08/31/21

$2,489

$1,215

09/01/21

09/17/21

$2,329

$1,250

09/18/21

10/31/21

$2,275

$1,199

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

ZAGREB, PLITVICE, SPLIT & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
HUNGARY

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:










1 Zagreb

SLOVENIA

 Private arrival transfer from Zagreb airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class

CROATIA
Plitvice
Lakes 1

hotels:
 1 night in Zagreb
 1 night in Plitvice
 2 nights in Split
 2 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Private transfer from Zagreb to Plitvice
Private walking tour in Plitvice
Private transfer from Plitvice to Split
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Split
Catamaran from from Split to Dubrovnik (Jun-Oct)
Private transfer from Split to Dubrovnik (Nov-May)
Private walking tour around the Old Town in Dubrovnik
Private departure transfer to Dubrovnik airport

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

Split 2
MONTENEGRO
ADRIATIC SEA

Dubrovnik
2

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Zagreb					
Upon arrival in Zagreb, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Your time is free to explore Zagreb on your own.

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 2, from Zagreb to Plitvice National Park		

 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

A driver will take you to the magnificent Plitvice Lakes for
a private half-day walking tour of the 16 terraced lakes.
Plitvice Lakes is a UNESCO world heritage site. (B)

HOTELS:

Day 3, from Plitvice National Park to Split			

 First-class:
 Zagreb: Palace Hotel or similar
 Plitvice: Hotel Jezero or similar
 Split: Marul Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad Hotel or similar

Today you are driven to the biggest town in Dalmatia: Split,
also a UNESCO world heritage site. (B)

 Superior first-class:
 Zagreb: Esplanade Hotel or similar
 Plitvice: Ethno Selo houses or similar
 Split: Park Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Hotel More or similar
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

ZAGREB, PLITVICE, SPLIT & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation
Day 7, departing Dubrovnik				
Your independent journey ends today. You are transferred
to Dubrovnik airport. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia”, or
one of our Adriatic cruises. (B)
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.
FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,829

$857

11/01/20

03/31/21

$1,749

$777

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,870

$769

Day 5, from Split to Dubrovnik				

05/01/21

05/29/21

$2,099

$897

Today, a catamaran takes you from the port in Split to
Dubrovnik, the Pearl of the Adriatic (June to October). Upon
arrival in Dubrovnik, a private transfer takes you to your hotel.
The rest of the day is free. (B)
Note: From November to May, the catamaran does not operate,
and the journey is assured by a private vehicle.

05/30/21

06/26/21

$1,995

$807

06/27/21

09/17/21

$2,040

$887

09/18/21

09/27/21

$1,995

$807

09/28/21

10/12/21

$1,839

$769

10/13/21

10/31/21

$1,740

$747

Day 4, in Split						
Explore the vibrant Mediterranean town of Split with an
exciting hop-on, hop-off city tour! There are two routes with
more than ten stops to explore Split at your own pace. (B)

Day 6, in Dubrovnik					
This morning, enjoy a private two-hour walking tour
around the Old Town. Views of Onofrio’s Fountain, Church of
St. Blaise, the Rector’s Palace, the Dominican and Franciscan
monasteries, and many more sights are part of the tour. (B)

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$2,175

$1,004

11/01/20

03/31/21

$2,079

$865

04/01/21

04/30/21

$2,277

$1,060

05/01/21

06/26/21

$2,460

$1,245

06/27/21

08/31/21

$2,427

$1,457

09/01/21

09/27/21

$2,369

$1,397

09/28/21

10/12/21

$2,185

$1,213

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

ZAGREB, PLITVICE, SPLIT, HVAR, DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
HUNGARY

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:











1

SLOVENIA

 Private arrival transfer from Zagreb airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first-class or superior first-class

Zagreb
CROATIA

Plitvice
Lakes

hotels:
 1 night in Zagreb
 2 nights in Split
 1 night on Hvar Island
 2 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Private walking tour in Pltvice
Hop On, Hop Off city bus tour in Split
Private walking tour around the Old Town in Dubrovnik
Private transfer from Zagreb to Split via Plitvice
Catamaran from Split to Hvar (Jun-Oct)
Catamaran from Hvar to Dubrovnik (Jun-Oct)
Catamaran from Hvar to Split (Nov-May)
Private transfer from Split to Dubrovnik (Nov-May)
Private departure transfer to Dubrovnik airport

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

Split 2
Hvar 1
ADRIATIC SEA

MONTENEGRO

Dubrovnik
2

Day 2, from Zagreb to Plitvice National Park and Split
You are driven to the magnificent Plitvice Lakes National
Park for a private half-day walking tour of the 16 terraced
lakes, a UNESCO world heritage site. After your visit, you are
driven to Split, also a UNESCO world heritage site. (B)

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 3, in Split						

 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

Explore the vibrant Mediterranean town of Split with an
exciting hop-on, hop-off bus tour! There are two routes with
more than ten stops to enjoy sightseeing at your own pace.
(B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Zagreb: Palace Hotel or similar
 Split: Marul Hotel or similar
 Hvar: Amfora Grand Beach or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad Hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Zagreb: Esplanade Hotel or similar
 Split: Park Hotel or similar
 Hvar: Adriana Spa & Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Hotel More or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Zagreb					
Upon arrival in Zagreb, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Your time is free to explore Zagreb.
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

ZAGREB, PLITVICE, SPLIT, HVAR, DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation
Day 6, in Dubrovnik					
This morning enjoy a private two-hour walking tour
around the Old Town. Views of Onofrio`s Fountain, Orlando`s
Column, the Church of St Blaise, the Cathedral, the Dominican
and Franciscan monastery and many more sights are all part
of the tour. (B)

Day 7, depart from Dubrovnik				
Your independent journey ends today. You are transferred
to Dubrovnik airport. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia” or
one of our Adriatic cruises. (B)
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 4, from Split to Hvar Island				
This morning board a catamaran to Hvar. Upon arrival, walk
from the harbour to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to
explore on your own. (B)
Note: From November to May, the catamaran does not operate,
and the journey is assured by a private vehicle

10/01/2020 10/31/2020

$1,750

$817

Day 5, from Hvar to Dubrovnik				

11/01/2020 03/15/2021

$1,699

$590

Today, a catamaran takes you from the Hvar to Dubrovnik,
the pearl of the Adriatic, (June to October). Upon arrival in
Dubrovnik, a private transfer takes you to your hotel. The rest
of the day is free. (B)
Note: From November to May, the catamaran does not operate,
and the journey is assured by a private vehicle.

03/16/2021 08/31/2021

$2,095

$850

09/01/2021 10/31/2021

$1,765

$990

10/01/2020 10/31/2020

$1,750

$817

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Start

End

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Start
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End

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

10/01/2020 10/31/2020

$2,145

$995

11/01/2020 03/31/2021

$1,970

$757

04/01/2021 05/31/2021

$2,490

$1,249

06/01/2021 08/31/2021

$2,580

$1,599

09/01/2021 10/31/2021

$2,375

$1,597

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

LJUBLJANA, BLED & POREC
4 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

AUSTRIA

 Private arrival transfer from Ljubljana airport to the hotel







Bled 2

in Bled
4-day/3-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first class hotels:
 2 nights in Bled
 1 night in Porec
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Private walking tour of Ljubljana
Private walking tour of Bled
Private transfer from Bled to Porec
Private departure transfer to Pula airport

SLOVENIA
Ljubljana

ITALY

1 Porec

CROATIA

ADRIATIC
SEA

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Ljubljana, to Bled				

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Upon arrival in Ljubljana, you are met and transferred to
Ljubljana Old Town for a 2-hour walking tour of Slovenia’s
Capital. Then, you are driven to your hotel in Bled.

 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Our Adriatic Cruise "Authentic Croatia from Porec to
Dubrovnik"

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Bled: Rikli Balance Hotel or similar
 Porec: Valamar Riviera Hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Bled: Grand Hotel Toplice or similar
 Porec: BO Hotel Palazzo or similar
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

LJUBLJANA, BLED & POREC
4 days independent journey with private transportation
Day 2, in Bled						
This morning, enjoy a private tour of Bled. A typical ‘Pletna’
boat ride takes you to the island, known for its romantic
church and mysterious wishing bell. Continue with a visit to
the impressive Bled castle, perched on a cliff high above the
lake. The remainder of the day is at leisure for independent
activities. (B)

Day 3, from Bled to Porec					
A private transfer will take you to Porec, passing by the Vipava
Valley. The rest of the day is free to explore on your own. The
“Cathedral Complex” of the Euphrasius Basilica should not be
missed. (B)

Day 4, departing Porec					
Your independent journey ends today. You will be transferred
to Pula airport. Alternatively, you can continue your vacation
by joining our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia”, or our Adriatic
cruise “Authentic Croatia from Porec to Dubrovnik”. (B)

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.
FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,050

$510

11/01/20

12/28/20

$985

$465

12/29/20

01/03/21

$1,125

$580

01/04/21

03/31/21

$985

$465

04/01/20

07/08/21

$1,079

$549

07/09/21

09/05/21

$1,150

$610

09/06/21

10/31/21

$1,079

$549

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,129

$590

11/01/20

12/23/20

$1,049

$507

12/24/20

01/03/21

$1,185

$645

01/04/21

03/31/21

$1,069

$529

04/01/20

07/08/21

$1,159

$619

07/09/21

09/05/21

$1,219

$677

09/06/21

10/31/21

$1,159

$619

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

LJUBLJANA, POSTOJNA, PORTOROZ & BLED
7 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

AUSTRIA

 Private arrival transfer from Ljubljana airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class hotels:
 2 nights in Ljubljana
 2 nights in Piran
 2 nights in Bled
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
 Private walking tour in Ljubljana
 Regular tours of Postojna Caves and Predjama Castle
 Private tour of a Lipica Stud Farm
 Private tour of Bled
 Private transfer from Ljubljana to Portoroz
 Private transfers from Portoroz to Bled
 Private departure transfer to Ljubljana airport

2 Bled

SLOVENIA

2 Ljubljana
ITALY

Postojna

CROATIA

Portoroz 2

ADRIATIC
SEA

Day 2, in Ljubljana					
In the morning, enjoy a private 2-hour sightseeing tour
of Ljubljana and see the highlights: the picturesque openair Central Market, the Three Bridges, the Baroque Town
hall, and the Robba Fountain. The rest of the day is free for
independent activities. (B)

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			
 Our Escorted tours:
 Jewels of Croatia
 Once Upon a Time in Yugoslavia
 Quintessential Italian Trio: Venice, Florence, Rome

Day 3, from Ljubljana to Portoroz				
Travel to the Karst region. Your first stop is at the Postojna
Cave, one of the largest in Europe. Tour this unique
subterranean world by miniature electric train. Continue to
Predjama Castle dramatically hanging in over a 100-meterhigh vertical cliff. End your day in Portoroz “Port of Roses”. (B)

(option to extend to Sorrento)

 Any of our Adriatic cruises

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Ljubljana: Grand Hotel Union or similar
 Portoroz: Remisens Casa Roza or similar
 Bled: Rikli Balance hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Ljubljana: Antiq Palace SLHW or similar
 Portoroz: Kempinski Palace or similar
 Bled: Grand Hotel Toplice or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Ljubljana 					
Upon arrival in Ljubljana, you will be met and transferred
to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to relax or to begin
exploring the smallest greenest capital in Europe.
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

LJUBLJANA, POSTOJNA, PORTOROZ & BLED
7 days independent journey with private transportation
Day 7, depart from Ljubljana 				
After breakfast, you are transferred to Ljubljana airport for
your flight home. (B)
Note: transfers can be arranged from/to Zagreb or Venice airports
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,926

$851

11/01/20

12/28/20

$1,655

$580

12/29/20

01/03/21

$2,186

$1,111

01/04/21

03/31/21

$1,681

$606

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,991

$916

05/01/21

07/20/21

$2,081

$1,006

07/21/21

08/31/21

$2,136

$1,061

Day 6, in Bled						

09/01/21

09/25/21

$2,171

$1,096

A private sightseeing tour shows you the highlights of this
endearing town on the shores of Lake Bled. Here, you visit
imposing Bled Castle, perched on a cliff high above the
lake. In the afternoon, you travel to Skofja Loka, a beautiful
medieval town with a castle that rises above the confluence
of the two Sora Rivers: Poljanska Sora, and Selska Sora. After
the sightseeing tour you are driven back to Bled. (B)

09/26/21

10/31/21

$1,993

$918

Day 4: in Portoroz 					
Today you have a full day at leisure. You may consider an
optional excursion to the charming coastal town of Piran. (B)

Day 5: from Portoroz to Bled				
A scenic road will bring you to a Lipica stud farm where you
will have a private tour of the estate: the stables, the serene
pastures, and, the horses. After a short stop in the charming
little village of Stanjel, you are driven to your hotel in Bled. (B)

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$2,156

$1,081

11/01/20

12/23/20

$1,936

$861

12/24/20

01/03/21

$2,386

$1,311

01/04/21

03/31/21

$1,971

$896

04/01/21

04/30/21

$2,191

$1,116

05/01/21

06/24/21

$2,345

$1,270

06/25/21

07/20/21

$2,416

$1,341

07/21/21

09/15/21

$2,481

$1,406

09/16/21

10/31/21

$2,251

$1,176

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

BELGRADE, SARAJEVO, MOSTAR & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
HUNGARY

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
 Private arrival transfer from Belgrade airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or deluxe/ superior first-









class hotels:
 2 nights in Belgrade
 2 nights in Sarajevo
 2 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Regular tour in Belgrade
Private transfers from Belgrade to Sarajevo
Regular tour in Sarajevo
Private transfers from Sarajevo to Dubrovnik
Private tour of Mostar
Private walking tour of Dubrovnik
Private departure transfer to Dubrovnik airport

ROMANIA

SLOVENIA

CROATIA

Belgrade
2

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

SERBIA

Sarajevo 2
ADRIATIC SEA
ITALY

Mostar
MONTENEGRO

Dubrovnik 2

KOSOVO

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Belgrade					
Upon arrival in Belgrade, you will be met and transferred
to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to relax or to begin
exploring the Serbia’s vibrant capital.

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 2, in Belgrade					

 Our Escorted tours:
 Jewels of Croatia
 Once Upon a Time in Yugoslavia
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

In the morning, enjoy a private tour to see the quarter
known as Dedinje, learn about Serbia’s two royal dynasties at
the Royal White Palace, pedestrian street Knez Mihailova, The
National Theatre, Serbian Patriarchy building, The Cathedral
Church, including a visit to the Kalemegdan fortress with its
ramparts and a superb view over the confluence of the Sava
and Danube rivers. (B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Belgrade: Hotel Moskva or similar
 Sarajevo: Hotel President or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad hotel or similar

Day 3, from Belgrade to Sarajevo				
Today, we travel to Bosnia’s capital, Sarajevo, the rest of the
day is free to explore and admire the blend of architectural
styles. (B)

 Superior first-class:
 Belgrade: Hotel Saint Ten or similar
 Sarajevo: Hotel Europa or similar
 Dubrovnik: Boutique hotel More or similar
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

BELGRADE, SARAJEVO, MOSTAR & DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey with private transportation

Day 4: in Sarajevo					

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Today learn about Sarajevo’s unique history and empires. See
all the city highlights; Stroll through the scenic Ottoman-era
Bascarsija Square & the Husref bay’s mosque. Admire the
Austro-Hungarian architecture that splashes the city. See &
learn more about the famous Latin Bridge and the beginning
of World War I and visit to the war Tunnel museum - Tunnel
of Hope. (B)

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 5: from Sarajevo to Mostar to Dubrovnik		
A scenic road will bring you to the Adriatic coast, with a stop
for a private walking tour of Mostar, see the city highlights,
such as the famous “Old Bridge” built by the ottoman Empire
in the 15th century, pass by the old bazaar, and visit the
Mosque and typical Turkish house. Continue to the Pearl of
the Adriatic. (B)

Day 6, in Dubrovnik					

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$2,060

$1,360

11/01/20

03/12/21

$1,905

$1,205

03/13/21

05/31/21

$2,109

$1,409

05/15/21

10/10/21

$2,169

$1,469

10/11/21

10/31/21

$2,075

$1,375

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

This morning enjoy a private two-hour walking tour around
the Old Town. Views of Onofrio’s Fountain, Orlando’s Column,
the Church of St. Blaise, the Rector’s Palace, the Dominican
and Franciscan monasteries, and many more sights are all
part of the tour. On your own for a walk on the ancient walls.
(B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$2,359

$1,659

11/01/20

03/28/21

$2,275

$1,575

03/29/21

05/18/21

$2,375

$1,675

Day 7, depart from Dubrovnik				

05/19/21

06/10/21

$2,445

$1,745

After breakfast, you are transferred to Dubrovnik airport
for your flight home. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia”, or
one of our Adriatic cruises. (B)

06/11/21

09/08/21

$2,535

$1,835

09/09/21

09/30/21

$2,445

$1,745

10/01/21

10/31/21

$2,375

$1,675
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

HELSINKI, TALLINN, RIGA & VILNIUS
9 days independent journey with private transportation								
All departures are guaranteed!
Travel any day from May to October!

FINLAND

Helsinki 2

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
 Private transfer from Helsinki airport to the hotel
 9-day/8-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class










SWEDEN

2 Tallinn
RUSSIA

ESTONIA

hotels:
 2 nights in Helsinki
 2 nights in Tallinn
 2 nights in Riga
 2 nights in Vilnius
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tours in Helsinki
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tours in Tallinn
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tours in Riga
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tours in Vilnius
Ferry tickets with reserved deck seats from Helsinki to
Tallinn
Private transfer from Tallinn to Riga
Private transfer from Riga to Vilnius
Private transfer from to the Vilnius airport

Riga 2

LATVIA

LITHUANIA

BELARUS

Vilnius 2

Day 2, in Helsinki 					
Explore Helsinki at your own pace with a hop-on, hop-off
bus tour. There are stops at the main attractions such as the
Rock Church, the Sibelius monument, the Swedish theatre
and more. (B)

Day 3, from Helsinki to Tallinn 				
Today, make your own way to the Harbor where you board
a ferry to the Capital of Estonia, Tallinn. Upon arrival, make
your own way to the hotel. The rest of the day is free to start
exploring on your own. (B)

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			
 Our Escorted tour “Grandeur and History of Poland”

Day 4, in Tallinn 						
The comprehensive Tallinn hop-on, hop-off bus tour allows
you to plan your own sightseeing. Visit sites such as the OpenAir Museum, the Old Town and Toompea Hill. (B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Helsinki: Original Sokos Albert or similar
 Tallinn: Hestia Europa or similar
 Riga: Mercure Riga Center or similar
 Vilnius: Novotel Vilnius Centre or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Helsinki: Hotel St. George or similar
 Tallinn: Boutique Hotel Savoy or similar
 Riga: Pullman Old Town or similar
 Vilnius: Hotel Pacai or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Helsinki 					
Upon arrival in Helsinki, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure.
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

HELSINKI, TALLINN, RIGA & VILNIUS
9 days independent journey with private transportation

Day 5, Tallinn to Riga					

Day 9, depart from Vilnius 				

After breakfast a private transfer takes you to Latvia’s capital
Riga. The rest of the day is free. (B)

Your independent journey ends today and you are transferred
to the Vilnius airport. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining our escorted tour “Grandeur and History
of Poland”. (B)

Day 6, in Riga						
A hop-on, hop-off bus city bus tour lets you explore Riga as
your own pace. Attractions and sites like the Latvian National
Opera, the Power Tower, and Kipsala are all on the route. (B)

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 7, from Riga to Vilnius 				
This morning, a private transfer takes you to Vilnius, Capital of
Lithuania. A stop is made at the Hill of Crosses. The rest of the
day is free. (B)

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 8, in Vilnius						
Discover Vilnius with a hop-on-hop-off minibus city tour.
See sites such as Cathedral Square, the Gothic style town Hall,
St. Peter’s and Paul’s Church, the Gates of Dawn and many
more. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

05/01/21

06/30/21

$1,917

$1,435

07/01/21

07/31/21

$1,795

$1,345

08/01/21

10/31/21

$1,917

$1,435

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

05/01/21

06/30/21

$2,495

$1,745

07/01/21

07/31/21

$2,330

$1,629

08/01/21

10/31/21

$2,495

$1,745

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

MOSCOW, ST. PETERSBURG & HELSINKI
9 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed!
Travel any day from May to October!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

FINLAND

 Private transfer from Moscow airport to the hotel
3 St. Petersburg
Helsinki 2
 9-day/8-night vacation featuring:
RUSSIA
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class hotels:
ESTONIA
 3 nights in Moscow
 3 nights in St. Petersburg
Moscow
LATVIA
3
 2 nights in Helsinki
 Daily breakfast
LITHUANIA
 Hotel taxes and service charges
 Hop-on hop-off city tour in Moscow
Gdansk
 Hop-on hop-off city tour in St. Petersburg
 High-speed train ticket in 2nd class from Moscow to St.
ITINERARY:						
Petersburg
 High-speed train ticket in 2nd class from St. Petersburg
to Helsinki
 Private transfer to the Helsinki airport

Day 1, arrive in Moscow 					
Upon arrival in Moscow, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. The rest of the day is free to begin exploring the capital
of Russia.

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 2, in Moscow 					

 Our Escorted tour “Helsinki and the Baltic Dominions”

This morning you have a choice of three hop-on hop-off bus
tour routes. The main highlights are the Pushkin Museum of
Fine Arts, the Alexander garden, the GUM State Department,
Red Square, and Sofiyskaya Embankment. (B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Moscow: Hotel Budapest or similar
 St. Petersburg: Hotel Angleterre or similar
 Helsinki: Original Sokos Albert or similar

Day 3, in Moscow						
Today, continue your hop-on hop-off sightseeing tour. (B)

 Superior first-class:
 Moscow: Hotel Peter 1 or similar
 St. Petersburg: Hotel Astoria or similar
 Helsinki: Hotel St. George or similar
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

MOSCOW, ST. PETERSBURG & HELSINKI
9 days independent journey by train

Day 4, from Moscow to St. Petersburg 			

Day 8, in Helsinki 					

This morning, make your own way to the railway station and
board the high-speed train to St. Petersburg. Upon arrival
at the St. Petersburg, make your own way to your hotel. The
rest of the day is free. (B)

Explore Helsinki at your own pace with a hop-on, hopoff bus tour. Top attractions such as the Rock Church, the
Sibelius monument, the Swedish theatre and more are all
part of the itinerary. (B)

Day 5, in St. Petersburg 					

Day 9, depart from Helsinki 				

Explore Russia's imperial capital with a hop-on hop-off bus
tour. See sites such as Saint Isaac's Cathedral, the Admiralty,
Kazan Cathedral, and the Summer Garden. (B)

Your Independent Journey ends today and you will be
transferred to Helsinki airport. Alternatively, you can continue
your vacation by joining our escorted tour Helsinki and the
Baltic Dominions. (B)

Day 6, in St. Petersburg					
Today, continue exploring the city with more hop-on hopoff sightseeing. (B)

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 7, from St. Petersburg to Helsinki 			
After breakfast transfer on your own to the St. Petersburg train
station where you board the high-speed train to Helsinki.
Upon arrival, transfer on your own to your hotel with the rest
of the day at leisure. (B)

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

05/01/21

06/25/21

$2,479

$1,160

06/26/21

07/25/21

$2,365

$1,055

07/26/21

10/31/21

$2,265

$945

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

05/01/21

06/25/21

$3,085

$1,865

06/26/21

07/25/21

$2,955

$1,739

07/26/21

10/31/21

$2,719

$1,498

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

WARSAW, WROCLAW, KRAKOW
7 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

BELARUS

 Private arrival transfer from Warsaw airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class








POLAND
2 Warsaw

hotels:
 2 nights in Warsaw
 1 night in Wroclaw
 3 nights in Krakow
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on Hop-off tour in Warsaw
Hop-on, Hop-off tour in Krakow
Private sightseeing tour in Wroclaw
Train ticket in 2nd class from Warsaw to Wroclaw
Train ticket in 2nd class from Wroclaw to Krakow
Private departure transfer to Krakow airport

GERMANY

Wroclaw 1
UKRAINE

CZECH
REPUBLIC

3 Krakow
SLOVAKIA

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Warsaw					
Upon arrival in Warsaw, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Your time is free to explore Warsaw on your own.

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			
 Our Escorted tour “Capitals of the Habsburg Empire”

Day 2, in Warsaw						

HOTELS:

Discover Warsaw, the energetic heart of Poland, with a
convenient hop-on hop-off bus tour. See attractions like
the Royal Castle, the National Museum, the UNESCO-listed
Old Town and more. (B)

 First-class:
 Warsaw: Polonia Palace or similar
 Wroclaw: Qubus Hotel or similar
 Krakow: Mercure State Miasto Hotel or similar

Day 3, from Warsaw to Wroclaw				
Today you are taking the train to Wroclaw. Train tickets are
included but transfers between the railway stations and
the hotels are on your own. In Wroclaw, there is a private
walking tour that includes sights of Market Square, Wroclaw
University, the Cathedral of John the Baptist and more. (B)

 Superior first-class:
 Warsaw: Sofitel Victoria or similar
 Wroclaw: Sofitel Old Town or similar
 Krakow: Holiday Inn City Centre or similar
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

WARSAW, WROCLAW, KRAKOW
7 days independent journey by train
Day 7, depart from Krakow				
Your independent journey ends today. You will be transferred
to Krakow airport. Alternatively, you can join our escorted tour
“Capitals of the Habsburg Empire” (this tour starts in Prague
and the transfer from Krakow to Prague will be provided
complimentary). (B)

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 4, from Wroclaw to Krakow				
A train brings you from Wroclaw to Krakow today. Train tickets
are included but transfers between the railway stations and
the hotels are on your own. (B)

Day 5, in Krakow						
Discover the historic city of Krakow with a hop-on and
hop-off tour. Explore the city at your own pace and see top
attractions like the Wavel Castle, the Schindler’s Factory, and
the Jewish District. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,185

$579

11/01/20

12/15/20

$1,097

$489

12/16/20

03/31/21

$1,079

$475

04/01/21

06/30/21

$1,377

$687

07/01/21

08/31/21

$1,289

$649

09/01/21

10/31/21

$1,377

$687

Day 6, in Krakow						
Today is free at leisure. We may consider an optional tour
to the Wieliczka Salt Mine or to the Auschwitz-Birkenau
Memorial and Museum. (B)

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,335

$829

11/01/20

12/15/20

$1,195

$689

12/16/20

03/31/21

$1,149

$645

04/01/21

10/31/21

$1,545

$1,039

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,335

$829

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

BERLIN, PRAGUE & MUNICH

Gdansk
8 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

Berlin 2

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
 Private transfer from Berlin airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first-class or superior first-class








POLAND

GERMANY

hotels:
 2 nights in Berlin
 3 nights in Prague
 2 nights in Munich
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
High-speed train from Berlin to Prague (economy ticket)
High-speed train from Prague to Munich (economy ticket)
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Berlin
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Prague
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Munich
Private departure transfer to Munich airport

Prague 3
FRANCE

Munich 2

CZECH
REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA

AUSTRIA
HUNGARY

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Berlin					
Upon arrival at Berlin you are met and transferred to your
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure to explore on your own.

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 2, in Berlin						

 Our Escorted tour “Bygone and Present Day Discovery of
Germany”

Discover Berlin at your own pace with a hop-on, hop-off bus
tour. There are two routes with many stops to enjoy the city’s
main sights. (B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Berlin: Maritim proArte hotel or similar
 Prague: Adria hotel or similar
 Munich: Maritim Hotel München or similar

Day 3, from Berlin to Prague				

 Superior first-class:
 Berlin: The Westin Grand Hotel or similar
 Prague: Hotel Paris Prague or similar
 Munich: Bayerischerhof hotel or similar

Day 4, in Prague						

After breakfast make your own way to the Berlin railway
station to board the train to Prague. Upon arrival make your
own way to the hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure. (B)

Discover Prague at your own pace with a hop-on, hopoff bus tour. Stops include the Prague castle, the Strahov
Monastery the St. Nicholas church and many more. (B)
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

BERLIN, PRAGUE & MUNICH
8 days independent journey by train

Day 5, in Prague						

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Enjoy a full day at leisure. (B)

Day 6, from Prague to Munich				
Arrive independently at the Prague train station and board a
train to Munich. Upon arrival in Munich, make your own way
to the hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure. (B)

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

Day 7, in Munich						

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,519

$874

Discover Munich at your own pace with a hop-on, hop-off
bus tour. (B)

11/01/20

12/21/20

$1,397

$752

12/22/20

01/07/21

$1,465

$820

Day 8, depart from Munich				

01/08/21

02/28/21

$1,297

$652

Your Independent Journey ends today and you will be
transferred to the Munich airport. You may also choose to
join our escorted tour “Bygone and Present Day Discovery of
Germany”. (B)

03/01/21

03/31/21

$1,349

$704

04/01/21

04/27/21

$1,485

$840

04/28/21

06/30/21

$1,519

$874

07/01/21

08/31/20

$1,397

$752

09/01/21

10/31/21

$1,519

$874

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$2,460

$1,815

11/01/20

12/21/20

$2,327

$1,682

12/22/20

01/02/21

$2,639

$1,994

01/08/21

03/15/21

$2,215

$1,570

03/16/21

04/30/21

$2,435

$1,790

05/01/21

06/30/21

$2,477

$1,832

07/01/21

08/31/20

$2,435

$1,790

09/01/21

10/31/21

$2,509

$1,864

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

BERLIN, PRAGUE, VIENNA & SALZBURG
8 days independent journey by train										

Gdansk

All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

Berlin 2

 Private transfer from Berlin airport to the hotel
 8-day/7-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first/deluxe










POLAND

GERMANY

class hotels:
 2 nights in Berlin
 2 nights in Prague
 2 nights in Vienna
 1 night in Salzburg
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
High-speed train from Berlin to Prague (economy ticket)
High-speed train from Prague to Vienna (economy ticket)
High-speed train from Vienna to Salzburg (economy
ticket)
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Berlin
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Prague,
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Vienna
Hop-on, Hop-off city tour in Salzburg
Private departure transfer to Salzburg airport

Prague 2

CZECH
REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA

FRANCE

1
Salzburg

AUSTRIA

SWITZERLAND
ITALY

2 Vienna
HUNGARY

SLOVENIA
SERBIA

Day 2, in Berlin						
Discover Berlin at your own pace with a hop-on, hop-off bus
tour. There are two routes with many stops such as the Kaiser
Wilhelm Memorial Church, Potsdamer Square, the Town
Hall, Unter Den Linden, the Brandenburg Gate, the Victory
Column, Charlottenburg Palace and many more. (B)

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 3, from Berlin to Prague				

 Our Escorted tour “Bygone and Present Day Discovery of

After breakfast make your own way to the Berlin railway
station and board the train to Prague. Upon arrival make
your own way to the hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure. (B)

Germany”

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Berlin: Abba hotel or similar
 Prague: Adria hotel or similar
 Vienna: Fleming’s Selection Wien City or similar
 Salzburg: Austria Trend Europa or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Berlin: The Westin Grand Hotel or similar
 Prague: Michelangelo Grand Hotel or similar
 Vienna: Hotel Das Triest or similar
 Salzburg: Radisson Blu Altstadt or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Berlin					
Upon arrival at Berlin airport, you are met and transferred
your hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure.
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

BERLIN, PRAGUE, VIENNA & SALZBURG
8 days independent journey by train
Day 7, from Vienna to Salzburg				
This morning transfer on your own to the Vienna train station
and board the train to Salzburg. Upon arrival in Salzburg,
transfer on your own to your hotel. In the afternoon begin
sightseeing with a hop-on, hop-off bus tour and see the
main attractions. (B)

Day 8, depart from Salzburg				
Your independent journey ends today and you will be
transferred to the Salzburg airport. Alternatively, you may
continue your vacation by joining our escorted tour “Bygone
and Present Day Discovery of Germany”. (B)
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 4, in Prague						

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Discover Prague at your own pace with a hop-on, hopoff bus tour. Hop on and off as many times as you wish to
visit your favorite attractions such as Prague castle, Strahov
Monastery, St. Nicholas church. (B)

Day 5, from Prague to Vienna				
Make your own way to the Prague train station and board a
train to Vienna. Upon arrival in Vienna, make your own way
to your hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure. (B)

Day 6, in Vienna						
Vienna, Austria’s capital has a rich history dating back to
Roman times. Get an overview of Vienna’s most popular
sights with a hop-on, hop-off bus tour. You can choose from
up to two routes and see the sights at your own pace. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,509

$839

11/01/20

12/22/20

$1,395

$725

12/23/20

01/03/21

$1,665

$995

01/04/21

02/28/21

$1,295

$625

03/01/21

03/31/21

$1,365

$695

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,495

$825

05/01/21

09/30/21

$1,695

$1,025

10/01/21

10/31/21

$1,535

$865

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$2,065

$1,395

11/01/20

11/25/20

$1,965

$1,295

11/26/20

12/27/20

$2,075

$1,405

12/28/20

01/02/21

$2,450

$1,780

01/03/21

03/10/21

$1,805

$1,135

03/11/21

03/31/21

$2,175

$1,505

04/01/21

06/30/21

$2,295

$1,625

07/01/21

08/31/21

$2,197

$1,527

09/01/21

10/31/21

$2,215

$1,545

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

PRAGUE, VIENNA & BUDAPEST
7 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
Prague

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

2

 Private arrival transfer from Prague airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class








POLAND

CZECH
REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA

GERMANY

hotels:
 2 nights in Prague
 2 nights in Vienna
 2 nights in Budapest
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on hop-off tour in Prague
Hop-on hop-off tour in Vienna
Hop-on hop-off tour in Budapest
High-speed train from Prague to Vienna (economy ticket)
High-speed train from Vienna to Budapest (economy
ticket)
Private departure transfer to Budapest airport

Vienna
AUSTRIA

2
2 Budapest
HUNGARY

ITALY

SLOVENIA

SERBIA

Day 2, in Prague						
Discover the beauty of historical Prague with a hop-on, hopoff bus tour. Hop on and off as many times as you wish to
visit your favorite attractions such as Prague castle, Strahov
Monastery and St. Nicholas church. (B)

Day 3, from Prague to Vienna				

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Today you take the train to Vienna. Train tickets are included
but transfers between the railway stations and the hotels are
on your own. (B)

 One of our escorted tours:
 Bygone and Present Day Discovery of Germany
 The Ancient Lands of Rumelia, a Journey through the
Balkans

Day 4, in Vienna						
Vienna, Austria’s capital has a rich history dating back to
the Roman times. Get an overview of Vienna’s most popular
sights with a hop-on, hop-off bus tour. You can choose from
up to two routes sightsee at your own pace. (B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Prague: Adria Hotel or similar
 Vienna: Fleming’s Selection Wien City or similar
 Budapest: Continental Hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Prague: Hotel Paris Prague or similar
 Vienna: Hotel Das Triest or similar
 Budapest: Sofitel Chain Bridge or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Prague					
Upon arrival in Prague, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. Your time is free to explore Prague on your own.
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

PRAGUE, VIENNA & BUDAPEST
7 days independent journey by train

Day 5, from Vienna to Budapest				

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Make your way to the Vienna train station and board a train
to Budapest. There, make your way to your hotel. The rest of
the day is at leisure. (B)

Day 6, in Budapest					

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

A hop-on, hop-off bus tour features the Parliament, the
Margaret Bridge, the Royal Castle, the Fishermen’s Bastion,
the Matthias Church, the Castle District, Gellért Hill, the
Citadel, the Elisabeth Bridge, Heroes Square, the Opera and
St. Stephen’s Basilica. (B)

Day 7, depart from Budapest				
Your independent journey ends today. You will be transferred
to Budapest airport. You may also choose to join our escorted
tour “Bygone and Present Day Discovery of Germany” or “The
Ancient Lands of Rumelia, a Journey through the Balkans”. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,309

$784

11/01/20

12/24/20

$1,089

$564

12/25/20

01/02/21

$1,525

$1,000

01/03/21

03/31/21

$1,057

$532

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,309

$784

05/01/21

09/01/21

$1,469

$944

10/01/21

10/31/21

$1,325

$800

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,777

$1,252

11/01/20

12/27/20

$1,675

$1,150

12/28/20

01/02/21

$2,220

$1,695

01/03/21

03/14/21

$1,487

$962

03/15/21

03/31/31

$1,777

$1,252

04/01/21

06/24/21

$2,049

$1,524

06/25/21

10/31/21

$1,945

$1,420

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

VENICE, FLORENCE & ROME
7 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

SWITZERLAND

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
ITALY

 Private arrival transfer by water taxi from Venice airport to








the hotel pier
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or deluxe/ superior firstclass hotels:
 2 nights in Venice
 2 nights in Florence
 2 nights in Rome
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Regular walking tour in Venice
High speed train Venice to Florence (economy tickets)
Regular walking tour in Florence
High speed train Florence to Rome (economy tickets)
Regular tour skip-the-line Vatican Museums
Private departure transfer to Rome airport

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

Venice
2

HUNGARY

SLOVENIA
CROATIA
BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

2 Florence
2 Rome

Day 2, in Venice						
This morning, walking city tour starts at St. Mark’s Square.
Visit the Doge’s Palace and St. Mark’s Basilica and view the
Bell Tower and the Bridge of Sighs. The tour ends with a visit
to a glass blowing factory where you will see a demonstration
of a traditional Venetian glass blowing. The rest of the day is
at leisure. (B)

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			
 Our Escorted tours:
 Jewels of Croatia
 Once Upon a Time in Yugoslavia
 Capitals of the Habsburg Empire
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

Day 3, from Venice to Florence				
Make your own way to the Santa Lucia train station to take
the train to Florence. Upon arrival in Florence, make your own
way to your hotel & the rest of the day is free. (B)

Day 4: in Florence					

HOTELS:

Today regular tour in the old city center to the Duomo
Complex: Giotto’s Bell Tower, the Baptistery including the
famous Porta Del Paradiso and the Cathedral with the
magnificent Cupola Del Brunelleschi. A short walk brings you
to the renowned Galleria dell’Accademia where you can
admire the famous David by Michelangelo. (B)

 First-class:
 Venice: Principe or Amadeus or similar
 Florence: NH Anglo American or similar
 Rome: NH Vittorio Veneto or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Venice: Luna Hotel Baglioni or similar
 Florence: NH Collection Porta Rossa or similar
 Rome: NH Collection Fori Imperiale or similar

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Venice 					
Upon arrival in Venice, you will be met, walk the pier to board
a water taxi and transferred to your hotel pier. The rest of the
day is free to relax or to begin exploring on your own.
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

VENICE, FLORENCE & ROME
7 days independent journey by train
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.
FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,925

$1,128

11/01/20

11/26/20

$1,617

$820

11/27/20

12/24/20

$1,359

$562

12/25/20

01/06/21

$1,699

$902

01/07/21

02/04/21

$1,359

$562

02/05/21

03/31/21

$1,569

$772

Day 5: from Florence to Rome				

04/01/21

07/11/21

$1,925

$1,128

Make your own way to the Florence train station to take the
train to Rome. Upon arrival, make your own way to your hotel
& the rest of the day is free. (B)

07/12/21

08/25/21

$1,615

$818

08/26/21

09/06/21

$1,885

$1,088

09/07/21

10/31/21

$1,925

$1,128

Day 6, in Rome						
The regular tour Vatican Museums begins by coach, follow the
ancient Aurelian Walls, which once surrounded the ancient
city. Finally, on arrival at the Vatican Walls, your guide will
then lead you into the Vatican Museums & St. Peter Basilica.
Next, you arrive in the famous Sistine Chapel, to see the Last
Judgement by Michelangelo. (B)

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 7, depart from Rome					
After breakfast, say arrivederci Roma as you are transferred to
Rome airport for your flight home. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$3,399

$2,602

11/01/20

11/26/20

$2,599

$1,802

11/27/20

12/24/20

$2,099

$1,302

12/25/20

01/06/21

$2,669

$1,872

01/07/21

02/04/21

$2,099

$1,302

02/05/21

03/25/21

$2,599

$1,802

03/26/21

04/28/21

$3,185

$2,388

04/29/21

07/12/21

$3,469

$2,672

07/13/21

08/25/21

$2,875

$2,078

09/26/21

10/31/21

$3,469

$2,672

Attention: Tourist Tax is not included, payable by guest
directly to hotels.
Minimum 4 nights:
Venice Art Biennale: May 3-8, 2021
New Year: December 30- January 2, 2021
Venezia Carnival: February 12-14, 2021
Easter: April 2-5, 2021
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INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

BARCELONA & MADRID
7 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

FRANCE

 Private arrival transfer from Barcelona airport to the hotel
 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first-class or superior first-class






3

hotels:
 3 nights in Barcelona
 3 nights in Madrid
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Madrid
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Barcelona
High-speed train ticket in 2nd class from Barcelona to Madrid
Private airport transfer to Madrid airport

PORTUGAL

Madrid 3

Barcelona

SPAIN

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

ITINERARY:						

 Our Kompas Independent Journey:
 Lisbon, Coimbra & Porto
 Our Escorted tours:
 Maritime Discoveries, Viticulture and Faith in Portugal
 Elegance, Culture and Reconquista in Spain

Day 1, arrive in Barcelona					

HOTELS:

Discover Barcelona at your own pace, with a hop-on, hop-off
bus tour. There are three different routes and 44 stops. In the
evening, consider an optional Tablao El Cordobes Flamenco
show with dinner. (B)

Upon arrival in Barcelona, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure to explore on your own.

Day 2, in Barcelona					

 First-class:
 Barcelona: Catalonia Diagonal Centro or similar
 Madrid: Hotel Eurostars Casa de la Lírica or similar

Day 3, in Barcelona					

 Superior first-class:
 Barcelona: NH Collection Grand Calderon or similar
 Madrid: NH Collection Paseo del Prado or similar

The entire day is free at leisure. You may be interested in our
optional tours to Monserrat, Girona Game of Thrones, or
Girona Figueres and Dali. (B)
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BARCELONA & MADRID
7 days independent journey by train
Day 4, from Barcelona to Madrid				

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

After breakfast transfer on your own to the Barcelona train
station where you will board a high-speed train to Madrid.
Upon arrival in Madrid, transfer on your own to your hotel. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,640

$885

Day 5, in Madrid						

11/01/20

01/01/21

$1,550

$975

Today enjoy the open-top double-decker hop-on, hop-off
bus tour. Two routes cover the highlights, from historical sites
and monuments to the modern Madrid of skyscrapers and
cosmopolitan architecture. In the evening, you may consider
joining an optional “Tapas walking tour” or a “Flamenco Show
& dinner”. (B)

01/02/21

03/31/21

$1,255

$775

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,375

$850

05/01/21

06/20/21

$1,440

$950

06/21/21

08/27/21

$1,280

$825

08/28/21

10/31/21

$1,640

$885

Day 6, in Madrid						
The entire day is free at leisure. Some optional tours or visits
worth considering include Toledo, Avila and Segovia, the
Royal Escorial, the Valley of the Fallen, or the Royal Palace in
Aranjuez. (B)

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 7, depart from Madrid				
Your Independent Journey ends today and you will be
transferred to the Madrid airport. Alternatively, you can
continue your vacation by joining our escorted tour “Maritime
Discoveries, Viticulture and Faith in Portugal”, or “Elegance,
Culture and Reconquista in Spain”. (B)
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,840

$1,330

11/01/20

01/01/21

$1,689

$1,077

01/02/21

03/31/21

$1,585

$975

03/31/21

04/25/21

$1,785

$1,270

04/26/21

06/27/21

$1,840

$1,330

06/28/21

08/31/21

$1,785

$1,270

09/01/21

10/31/21

$1,855

$1,340

Mandatory city taxes are not included and have to be paid by
the passengers directly to the hotel.
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BARCELONA, MADRID & SEVILLE
9 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
FRANCE

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
 Private arrival transfer from Barcelona airport to the hotel
 9-day/8-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class








SPAIN

3

hotels:
 3 nights in Barcelona
 3 nights in Madrid
 2 nights in Seville
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Madrid
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Barcelona
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Seville
High-speed train ticket in 2nd class from Barcelona to Madrid
High-speed train ticket in 2nd class from Madrid to Seville
Private airport transfer from to Seville airport

PORTUGAL

Madrid 3

Barcelona

2

Seville

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Barcelona					
Upon arrival in Barcelona, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure.

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 2, in Barcelona					

 Our Escorted tours:
 Elegance, Culture and Reconquista in Spain
 Maritime Discoveries, Viticulture and Faith in Portugal

Discover Barcelona with a hop-on, hop-off bus tour. There
are three different routes with 44 stops. In the evening
consider an optional Tablao El Cordobes Flamenco show with
dinner. (B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Barcelona: Catalonia Diagonal Centro or similar
 Madrid: Hotel Eurostars Casa de la Lírica or similar
 Seville: Hotel NH Plaza de Armas or similar

Day 3, in Barcelona					
The entire day is free at leisure. You may be interested in our
optional tours to Monserrat, Girona Game of Thrones, or
Girona Figueres and Dali. (B)

 Superior first-class:
 Barcelona: NH Collection Grand Calderon or similar
 Madrid: NH Collection Paseo del Prado or similar
 Seville: Hotel Eurostars Torre Sevilla or similar

Day 4, from Barcelona to Madrid				
After breakfast transfer on your own to the Barcelona train
station where you board a high-speed train to Madrid.
Upon arrival, transfer on your own to your hotel in Madrid. (B)
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BARCELONA, MADRID & SEVILLE
9 days independent journey by train
Day 5, in Madrid						

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Today enjoy the open-top double-decker hop-on, hop-off
bus tour. Two routes cover the highlights, from historical sites
and monuments to the modern Madrid of skyscrapers and
cosmopolitan architecture. In the evening, you may consider
joining an optional “Tapas walking tour” or a “Flamenco Show
& dinner”. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,897

$1,350

11/01/20

12/25/20

$1,735

$940

12/26/20

01/01/21

$1,997

$1,175

Day 6, in Madrid						

01/02/21

02/25/21

$1,585

$815

Full day free at leisure. Some optional tours we would
recommend are visiting Toledo to discover the city of the
three cultures; tour to Avila and Segovia, visit the Royal
Escorial and Valley of the Fallen, or visiting Royal Palace of
Aranjuez. (B)

02/26/21

03/25/21

$1,785

$895

03/26/21

06/30/21

$1,897

$1,089

07/01/21

08/31/21

$1,597

$845

09/01/21

10/31/21

$1,820

$1,010

Day 7, from Madrid to Seville				
Today, transfer on your own to the Madrid railway station
where you board a high-speed train to Seville. Upon arrival,
transfer on your own to your hotel in Seville. (B)

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

Day 8, in Seville						

10/01/20

10/31/20

$2,255

$1,585

Discover Seville with a hop-on, hop-off bus tour. There are
eight routes covering the city’s most important sites. (B)

11/01/20

12/24/20

$2,100

$1,330

12/25/20

01/01/21

$2,175

$1,399

Day 9, depart from Seville					

01/02/21

01/27/21

$2,080

$1,245

Your Independent Journey ends today and you will be
transferred to the Seville airport. Alternatively, you can
continue your vacation by joining our escorted tour “Elegance,
Culture and Reconquista in Spain” or “Maritime Discoveries,
Viticulture and Faith in Portugal”. (B)

01/28/21

02/28/21

$1,890

$1,120

03/01/21

03/31/21

$1,995

$1,225

04/01/21

04/30/21

$2,297

$1,527

05/01/21

06/30/21

$2,355

$1,585

07/01/21

08/31/21

$2,149

$1,379

09/01/21

10/31/21

$2,375

$1,599

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Mandatory city taxes are not included and have to be paid by
the passengers directly to the hotel.
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BARCELONA, VALENCIA & MADRID
8 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
FRANCE

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:
 Private transfer from Barcelona airport to the hotel
 8-day/7-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first-class hotels or superior first-








SPAIN

Barcelona

3

class hotels:
 3 nights in Barcelona
 2 nights in Valencia
 2 nights in Madrid
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Barcelona
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Valencia
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Madrid
High-speed train ticket in 2nd class from Barcelona to Valencia
High-speed train ticket in 2nd class from Valencia to Madrid
Private transfer from the hotel to Madrid airport

PORTUGAL

Madrid 2

2

Valencia

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Barcelona					
Upon arrival in Barcelona, you are met and transferred to your
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure.

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 2, in Barcelona					

 Our Escorted tours:
 Maritime Discoveries, Viticulture and Faith in Portugal
 Elegance, Culture and Reconquista in Spain

Discover Barcelona with a hop-on, hop-off bus tour. There are
three different routes with 44 stops. In the evening consider an
optional Tablao El Cordobes Flamenco show with dinner. (B)

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Barcelona: Catalonia Diagonal Centro or similar
 Valencia: NH Valencia Las Artes or similar
 Madrid: Hotel Eurostars Casa de la Lírica or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Barcelona: NH Collection Grand Calderon or similar
 Valencia: NH Valencia Las Artes or similar
 Madrid: NH Collection Paseo del Prado or similar
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BARCELONA, VALENCIA & MADRID
8 days independent journey by train
Day 3, in Barcelona					

Day 8, depart from Madrid				

The entire day is free at leisure. You may be interested in our
optional tours to Monserrat, Girona Game of Thrones, or
Girona Figueres and Dali. (B)

Your Independent Journey ends today and you will be
transferred to the Madrid airport. Alternatively, you can
continue your vacation with our Kompas Journey “Lisbon,
Coimbra, and Porto” or by joining our escorted tour “Maritime
Discoveries, Viticulture and Faith in Portugal”. (B)

Day 4, from Barcelona to Valencia				
After breakfast transfer on your own to the Barcelona train
station where you board a high-speed train to Valencia.
Upon arrival, transfer on your own to your hotel in Valencia.
(B)

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 5, in Valencia					
Enjoy Valencia aboard the open-top double-decker hop-on,
hop-off bus tour. Discover all Valencia has to offer such as
Palace of Justice, City of Arts and Sciences and the Torre de
los Serrano just to name a few. (B)

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 6, Valencia to Madrid					
This morning, transfer on your own to the Valencia train
station where you board a high-speed train to Madrid.
Upon arrival, transfer on your own to your Madrid hotel. The
rest of the day is at leisure. (B)

Day 7, in Madrid						
Discover Madrid with a hop-on, hop-off bus tour. Two
routes cover all of the city's highlights, from historical sites
and monuments to the modern Madrid of skyscrapers and
cosmopolitan architecture. In the evening, you may consider
joining an optional “Tapas walking tour” or a “Flamenco Show
& dinner”. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,380

$797

11/01/20

01/01/21

$1,217

$649

01/02/21

02/28/21

$1,179

$625

03/01/21

06/30/21

$1,397

$810

07/01/21

08/31/21

$1,265

$675

09/01/21

10/31/21

$1,405

$810

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,739

$1,290

11/01/20

01/02/21

$1,630

$1,187

01/03/21

02/28/21

$1,425

$950

03/01/21

03/31/21

$1,505

$1,057

04/01/21

07/12/21

$1,755

$1,309

07/13/21

08/31/21

$1,680

$1,240

09/01/21

10/31/21

$1,765

$1,315

Mandatory city taxes are not included and have to be paid by
the passengers directly to the hotel.
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LISBON, COIMBRA & PORTO
8 days independent journey by train										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

2 Porto

 Private transfer from Lisbon airport to the hotel
 8-day/7-night Journey featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class








2 Coimbra

hotels:
 3 nights in Lisbon
 2 nights in Coimbra
 2 nights in Porto
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Lisbon
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Coimbra
Hop-on, Hop-off city bus tour in Porto
Train ticket in 2nd class from Lisbon to Coimbra
Train ticket in 2nd class from Coimbra to Porto
Private transfers to Porto airport

SPAIN

3 Lisbon
PORTUGAL

ITINERARY:						

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Day 1, arrive in Lisbon					

 Our Escorted tours:
 Maritime Discoveries, Viticulture and Faith in Portugal
 Elegance, Culture and Reconquista in Spain

Upon arrival in Lisbon you are met and transferred to your
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure.

Day 2, in Lisbon						

HOTELS:

Discover Lisbon with a hop-on hop-off city tour at your
own pace. The historic Centre, Marquez de Pombal, Rossio,
the monuments of Belem and the Basilica da Estrada all have
stops along the route. (B)

 First-class:
 Lisbon: Hotel Turim Marques or similar
 Coímbra: Hotel Tivoli Coímbra or similar
 Porto: NH Porto Batalha or similar

Day 3, in Lisbon						

 Superior first-class:
 Lisbon: Tivoli Avenida Liberdade or similar
 Coímbra: Hotel Tivoli Coímbra or similar
 Porto: NH Porto Batalha or similar

Today is a free day. You may consider joining an optional full
day tour of Sintra and Cascais. (B)
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LISBON, COIMBRA & PORTO
8 days independent journey by train
Day 4, Lisbon to Coimbra					

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

This morning, transfer on your own to the Lisbon train station
where you board a train to Coimbra. Upon arrival, transfer on
your own to your Coimbra hotel. This afternoon you discover
the old capital of Portugal “Coimbra” with a hop-on hop-off
bus tour. (B)

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Day 5, in Coimbra					
The day is free to relax and explore on your own. You may be
interested in an optional tour of the UNESCO Heritage sites of
Tomar the “Templar City, the “Mata dos Sete Montes”, or the
Monastery of Santa Maria da Vitória. (B)

Day 6, Coimbra to Porto					
After breakfast, transfer on your own to the Coimbra train
station where you board a train to Oporto. Upon arrival,
transfer on your own to your Porto hotel. The rest of the day
is at leisure. (B)

Day 7, in Porto						
Discover Porto’s best historical sights with a hop-on hopoff city tour. There are two routes exploring Porto and the
nearby beach towns of Vila Nova de Gaia and Matosinhos.
Optional tours to consider are: Aveiro & Costa Nova, Historic
Douro, a Douro wine tour, or Santiago de Compostela. (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,150

$810

11/01/20

12/25/20

$1,015

$675

12/26/20

01/03/21

$1,150

$810

01/04/21

02/28/21

$1,015

$675

03/01/21

03/31/21

$1,115

$770

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,177

$835

05/01/21

09/30/21

$1,235

$890

10/01/21

10/31/21

$1,180

$839

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,533

$1,190

Day 8, depart from Porto					

11/01/20

12/25/20

$1,210

$869

Your Independent Journey ends today and you are transferred
to the Porto airport. Alternatively, you can continue your
vacation by joining our escorted tour “Maritime Discoveries,
Viticulture and Faith in Portugal”, or “Elegance, Culture and
Reconquista in Spain”. (B)

12/26/20

01/03/21

$1,395

$1,050

01/04/21

02/28/21

$1,210

$869

03/01/21

03/31/21

$1,309

$967

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,560

$1,220

05/01/21

06/30/21

$1,619

$1,275

07/01/21

08/31/21

$1,520

$1,180

09/01/21

09/30/21

$1,629

$1,285

10/01/21

10/31/21

$1,570

$1,229

Mandatory city taxes are not included and have to be paid by
the passengers directly to the hotel.
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ZAGREB, PLITVICE, SPLIT, DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey, self-drive										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!
HUNGARY

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:






1 Zagreb
CROATIA

SLOVENIA

 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or superior first-class

hotels:
 1 night in Zagreb
 1 night in Plitvice
 2 nights in Split
 2 nights in Dubrovnik
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Private walking tour of Plitvice national park
Private walking tour of Split
Private walking tour of Old Town Dubrovnik
CDAR category automatic car rental with unlimited
mileage, A/C and mandatory insurances

Plitvice
Lakes 1
BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

Split 2
MONTENEGRO

ADRIATIC SEA

Dubrovnik
2

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

ITINERARY:						

 Our Escorted tour "Jewels of Croatia"
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

Day 1, arrive in Zagreb					
Upon arrival at Zagreb airport, pick-up your car rental and
make your way to your hotel. This afternoon a private
walking tour of Zagreb.

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Zagreb: Palace Hotel or similar
 Plitvice: Hotel Jezero or similar
 Split: Marul Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Lapad Hotel or similar

Day 2, from Zagreb to Plitvice National Park		
Drive to the magnificent Plitvice Lakes National Park for
a private half-day walking tour of the 16 terraced lakes, a
UNESCO world heritage site. (B)

 Superior first-class:
 Zagreb: Esplanade Hotel or similar
 Plitvice: Ethno Selo houses or similar
 Split: Park Hotel or similar
 Dubrovnik: Hotel More or similar

Day 3, from Plitvice National Park to Split			
Today drive to the coast biggest town in Dalmatia: Split, a
UNESCO world heritage site. (B)
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ZAGREB, PLITVICE, SPLIT, DUBROVNIK
7 days independent journey, self-drive
Day 7, depart from Dubrovnik				
Your independent journey ends today. You will drive to
Dubrovnik airport where you will drop off your rental car.
Alternatively, you can continue your vacation by joining
our escorted tour “Jewels of Croatia”, or one of our Adriatic
cruises. (B)
Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy.
During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.
FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,625

$825

Day 4, in Split						

11/01/20

03/28/21

$1,375

$575

Explore the vibrant Mediterranean town of Split with a
private walking tour, including entrance to Diocletian
Palace cellars. (B)

03/29/21

04/26/21

$1,519

$719

04/27/21

05/29/21

$1,750

$950

05/30/21

06/26/21

$1,860

$1,060

06/27/21

09/26/21

$1,935

$1,135

09/27/21

10/08/21

$1,727

$927

10/09/21

10/31/21

$1,645

$845

Day 5, from Split to Dubrovnik				
Today, you drive from Split to Dubrovnik, the Pearl of the
Adriatic. The rest of the day free or an optional tour. (B)

Day 6, in Dubrovnik					
This morning enjoy a private two-hour walking tour
around the Old Town. Views of Onofrio’s Fountain, Church of
St. Blaise, the Rector’s Palace, the Dominican and Franciscan
monasteries, and many more sights are part of the tour.
Continue alone with a walk on the ancient walls. (B)

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,977

$1,177

11/01/20

03/28/21

$1,679

$879

03/29/21

04/26/21

$1,935

$1,135

04/27/21

05/18/21

$2,050

$1,250

05/19/21

05/29/21

$2,119

$1,319

05/30/21

09/08/21

$2,335

$1,535

09/09/21

09/30/21

$2,275

$1,475

10/01/21

10/31/21

$1,997

$1,197

INDEPENDENT JOURNEYS 2021

LJUBLJANA, POSTOJNA, PORTOROZ & BLED
7 days independent journey, self-drive										
All departures are guaranteed! Travel any day!

VACATION HIGHLIGHTS:

AUSTRIA

 Rental car CDAR category automatic, with unlimited
mileage, A/C and mandatory insurances

2 Bled

 7-day/6-night vacation featuring:
 Centrally located first class or deluxe/ superior first-






SLOVENIA

2 Ljubljana

class hotels:
 2 nights in Ljubljana
 2 nights in Portoroz
 2 nights in Bled
 Daily breakfast
 Hotel taxes and service charges
Private walking tour in Ljubljana
Regular tour of Postojna Caves and Predjama Castle
Private tour of a Lipica Stud Farm
Private tour of Bled

ITALY

Postojna

CROATIA

Portoroz 2

ADRIATIC
SEA

ITINERARY:						
Day 1, arrive in Ljubljana 					

THIS VACATION CAN BE COMBINED WITH:			

Pick-up your rental car at Ljubljana airport and make your
way to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to relax or to
begin exploring the smallest greenest capital in Europe.

 Our Escorted tours:
 Jewels of Croatia
 Once Upon a Time in Yugoslavia
 Quintessential Italian Trio: Venice, Florence, Rome

Day 2, in Ljubljana					
In the morning, enjoy a private 2-hour sightseeing tour
of Ljubljana and see the highlights: the picturesque openair Central Market, the Three Bridges, the Baroque Town
hall, and the Robba’s Fountain. The rest of the day is free for
independent activities. (B)

(option to extend to Sorrento)
 Any of our Adriatic cruises

HOTELS:
 First-class:
 Ljubljana: Grand Hotel Union or similar
 Portoroz: Remisens Casa Roza or similar
 Bled: Rikli Balance hotel or similar
 Superior first-class:
 Ljubljana: Antiq Palace SLHW or similar
 Portoroz: Kempinski Palace or similar
 Bled: Grand Hotel Toplice or similar
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LJUBLJANA, POSTOJNA, PORTOROZ & BLED
7 days independent journey, self-drive

Rates:
Gross pricing is in USD, per person and based on double
occupancy. During cross-over dates, the higher rate will apply.

Day 3, from Ljubljana to Portoroz				

FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

Drive to the Karst region. Your first stop is at the Postojna
Cave, one of the largest in Europe. Tour this unique
subterranean world by miniature electric train. Continue to
Predjama Castle dramatically hanging in over a 100-meterhigh vertical cliff. End your day in Portoroz "Port of Roses". (B)

Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,507

$603

11/01/20

12/28/20

$1,237

$333

Day 4: in Portoroz 					

12/29/20

01/03/21

$1,769

$865

Today you have a full day at leisure. You may consider driving
to the charming coastal town of Piran. (B)

01/04/21

03/31/21

$1,265

$361

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,569

$665

Day 5: from Portoroz to Bled				

05/01/21

07/20/21

$1,665

$761

A scenic road leads you to the Lipica stud farm where you
have a private tour of the estate, the stables, the serene
pastures and, of course, the horses. On your way to Bled,
make a stop in the charming little village of Stanjel. (B)

07/21/21

08/31/21

$1,719

$815

09/01/21

09/25/21

$1,749

$845

09/26/21

10/31/21

$1,575

$671

Day 6, in Bled						

SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS HOTELS

A private sightseeing tour shows you the highlights of this
endearing town on the shores of Lake Bled. Here, you visit
imposing Bled Castle, perched on a cliff high above the lake.
In the afternoon, drive to Skofja Loka, a beautiful medieval
town with a castle that rises above the confluence of the
two Sora Rivers: Poljanska Sora, and Selska Sora. After the
sightseeing tour there, drive back to Bled. (B)

Day 7, depart from Ljubljana 				
After breakfast, drive to Ljubljana airport where your will
drop-off your car. You may continue your vacation by joining
one of our escorted tours or cruises (a complimentary
transfer to the starting point of the tour or cruise will be
provided). (B)
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Per person
Single
double occupancy supplement

Start

End

10/01/20

10/31/20

$1,739

$835

11/01/20

12/23/20

$1,519

$615

12/24/20

01/03/21

$1,990

$1,086

01/04/21

03/31/21

$1,549

$645

04/01/21

04/30/21

$1,769

$865

05/01/21

06/24/21

$1,927

$1,023

06/25/21

07/20/21

$1,999

$1,095

07/21/21

09/15/21

$2,060

$1,156

09/16/21

10/31/21

$1,829

$925
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You are the Traveler and Kompas Holidays International (dba as Kompas America, Kompas Holidays, Kompas Vacations, Kompas USA or Kompas),
hereinafter “Kompas” is the Sales Company. You purchasing and paying any travel service or arrangement from Kompas or an intermediary constitutes a
contractual arrangement between you and Kompas. You must be at least 18 years of age to book and pay any travel service or arrangement with Kompas.
You accept and confirm that you have the authority to make and pay your booking, and accept these Kompas Terms and Conditions for yourself and for
everyone else in your booking.
Kompas does not accept children under the age of 8 on its cruises or tours.
You are advised that these Kompas Terms and Conditions are subject to change prior to booking. You should consult or request the latest version of the
Kompas Terms and Conditions on the Kompas website or from your travel consultant when you make your booking.
How to make a reservation: Please contact your travel consultant, call Kompas at 800-233-6422 or 954-771-9200, or send an e-mail to contact@kompas.net .
Deposit & payment: A non-refundable, non-transferable, per person, per vacation deposit of $200 per person is required at the time of booking. The
deposit forms part of your final payment which is due in full at least 45 days prior to departure. If we do not receive final payment by that time, your
reservation cancels and full cancellation penalties apply. In the case of billing errors, we reserve the right to re-invoice you with the correct pricing. Some
travel arrangements may require additional deposits. In such instances, you will be advised thereof at the time of booking. Only your Kompas invoice
confirms that your payment is processed and that your booking is accepted.
You are solely responsible for verifying that everything, including but not limited to dates, travel components, services, names and address on your
invoice and travel documents, is accurate and complete. You have to notify Kompas within 5 days of receiving your invoice of any errors or discrepancies.
Corrections are subject to possible fees and penalties which you may have to pay. Kompas cannot and will not accept any responsibility or liability for
non-reported errors and inaccuracies.
Forms of payment: Kompas accepts Visa, MasterCard, American Express, money orders, wire- and bank transfers, and certified checks. Credit card payments
may require a completed Kompas Credit Card Authorization Form. On board our cruise ships, only cash payments in Croatian Kuna are accepted.
A revision fee of $30 is charged for each alteration or revision to your booking. A change of tour date or tour itinerary within 45 days of departure will be
treated as a cancellation and will result in a new booking; regular cancellation fees and penalties will apply.
Bookings made within 30 days of departure will incur a special handling fee of $50.00 and must be paid in full at the time of reservation.
Cancellations must be communicated to Kompas in writing.
Per person, per tour, cancellation fees for tours and land packages apply as follows:
•
46+ days prior to commencement of service: full deposit
•
45-31 days prior to commencement of service: 35% of total price
•
30-15 days prior to commencement of service: 50% of total price
•
14-0 day(s) prior to commencement of service: 100% of total price
Per person, per cruise, cancellation fees apply as follows:
•
90+ days prior to commencement of service: full deposit
•
89-60 days prior to commencement of service: 35% of total price
•
60-46 days prior to commencement of service: 50% of total price
•
45-0 days prior to commencement of service: 100% of total price
“Commencement of Service” is the first date on which a Kompas service begins. Certain travel arrangements have more stringent cancellation penalties,
fees and deadlines. You will be advised of those at the time of booking and they will be noted on your Kompas invoice.
Cancellation charges apply to extra hotel nights and services before and after your Kompas tour(s) or cruise(s). Optional tours purchased prior or during
your Kompas tour(s) or cruise(s) are non-refundable.
If Kompas cancels a tour or a cruise, Kompas will re-book you on the same tour or cruise with a different departure date, or on a similar tour or cruise with
the same or a different departure date. All re-bookings are subject to availability. If the alternative tour, cruise or departure date is unacceptable to you,
Kompas will refund all monies Kompas received related to the unacceptable booking. Kompas cannot and will not assume any liability or responsibility
related to a canceled vacation arrangement. Kompas cannot and will not reimburse you for any costs or fees relating to but not limited to the purchase
and/or cancellation of air tickets or other travel arrangements not made through Kompas.
No refunds will be made for unused services once travel arrangements have commenced.
Tips and gratuities are not included in the fare you have paid. Your invoice will state what is included in the fare you have paid. All other expenses and
charges are extra and they are your responsibility to pay them locally. Those non-included charges may include but are not limited to phone calls, mini bar
consumption, laundry, alcohol, optional excursions, sundries, medical expenses, vaccinations, insurance, certain meals, certain fees, beverage consumed
onboard our cruise ships.
Locally purchased (optional) excursions are subject to Terms and Conditions from the local vendor. Kompas cannot and will not accept responsibility or
liability for the services provided by local vendors.
If after returning from the tour or cruise you wish to inquire about any component or service provided, please ensure that all correspondence relating to
that component or service is received by Kompas within 30 days after the tour or cruise completion date.
A valid passport, with an expiration date longer than 6 months after the date of return, is required of all passengers. All passengers, regardless of
nationality or passport they hold, must check with the appropriate consulates or government authorities if any visas, formalities or approvals are needed
or have to be submitted or filed. Securing any needed visas and complying with travel rules and formalities is solely your responsibility, and not Kompas’.
Kompas cannot and will not accept any responsibility or liability related to your failure to prepare and comply with those.
Kompas reserves the right to reject any person as a tour or cruise participant and to expel from the tour or cruise any participant whose conduct is deemed
incompatible with the interests of the tour or cruise group. Kompas shall not refund the expelled passenger’s fare or part thereof. Kompas cannot and
will not accept any responsibility or liability from and for an expelled passenger. Kompas cannot and will not reimburse any costs incurred by the expelled
passenger. Kompas reserves the right to recover, from the expelled passenger, any and all costs Kompas incurred as a result of the expelled passenger’s actions.
Tour and cruise participants must comply with all regional, national and local health directives and requirements. It is solely your, and not Kompas’
responsibility to prepare, and comply with all health requirements and directives. Kompas cannot and will not accept any liability for your failure to
prepare and comply with those. If you encounter a medical issue, you must seek care. Kompas may quarantine or remove ill passengers from the cruise or
tour if there is a risk or a threat to the safety and health of other passengers. Kompas cannot and will not accept responsibility or liability for quarantining
or removal of ill passengers.
Any disability requiring special attention must be reported to and requested from Kompas at the time of booking. Kompas will make reasonable efforts
to accommodate the special needs of disabled tour participants, but is not responsible for any denial of services by carriers, hotels, lodges, restaurants,
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or other independent suppliers, nor any additional expenses incurred. Motor coaches and minibuses are not equipped with wheelchair ramps. We regret
we cannot provide individual assistance to a tour member for walking, dining, getting on/off motor coaches and other transportation vehicles, or other
personal needs. Travelers who need assistance must be accompanied by a qualified and physically able companion. Motorized scooters are unsuitable
for touring or cruising.
Dietary and allergy requests must be submitted to Kompas at the time of making your reservation. And while Kompas will transmit those requests to the
hotels, restaurants and other service providers, they are subject to availability and cannot be guaranteed.
The provisions and limitations of the Athens Convention Relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their luggage by Sea, 1947 (the “Athens Convention”)
and the International Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976 (the “1976 Convention”) are hereby incorporated on this Passenger
Ticket Contract by this reference. Where the terms of this Passenger Ticket Contract conflict with any applicable mandatory provision of law or international
convention, including, where applicable, the Strasbourg Convention on the Limitation of Liability in Inland Navigation, 1988 (the “CLNI Convention”), the
provisions of that law or convention prevail.
In case of any and all unforeseen circumstances during your tour or cruise including but not limited to: weather conditions, low or high waters, lock
schedules, acts of God, government actions, political turmoil, disease, strikes, terrorism, general break down of equipment, closures or black outs of
certain attractions listed in the program or similar, we as the agent of the Owners/Operators of various vessels or vehicles offered in our programs reserve
the absolute right to change and/or alter any specific sailing date or tour departure, or a series of departure dates including implementing any of the
following; a) substituting vessels of same or similar quality, b) operating portions of the sailing program via motor coach/ hotel accommodations to
replace boat schedules, c) substituting listed attractions with those of same or similar quality without prior notice, using alternative routes, substituting
or canceling ports of call, visits, attractions, meals and excursions. The vessel operators also reserve the right to cancel any particular sailing date or series
of departures, for reasons outlined above, lack of participation or for any other reasons beyond their control. In the unlikely event of a cancelled sailing
date or tour, in conjunction with the vessel owners/operators, we reserve the right to offer an alternate date or dates within the same sailing season
or tour without further liability. If not acceptable to passengers for appropriate reasons, we reserve the right to extend full credit for monies received
for a cancelled sailing or tour and apply it to any other sailing dates, tour and destinations. If none of the alternatives are workable, the limit of our and
the vessel owner/operator responsibility will be the refund of all monies received for the cancelled sailing or tour within 60 days of the final written
cancellation received from the partner/passenger. Under no circumstances will we or the owners/operators of vessels be liable for any expenses not paid
through us, including any airfares, delays, cancellations or changes and any ticketing fees that may be applied due to such changes, any additional ground
transportation or extra accommodation surcharges, travel insurance, visa fees, taxes, psychological trauma and/or lost business income or revenue, or
other incidental expenses incurred to the Passenger as a result of our or vessel owner/operator cancellation of a specific sailing or series of sailings.
Please be aware that during your participation in tours or cruises operated by Kompas or its agents, certain risks and dangers may arise beyond our
control including, but not limited to, the hazards of traveling in undeveloped areas; travel by boat, motor coach, train, automobile, aircraft or other means
of transportation; the forces of nature, political unrest and accident or illness in remote regions without means of rapid evacuation or medical facilities.
Kompas will not have liability regarding provision of medical care or the adequacy of any care that may be rendered. It is understood that Kompas will use
its best efforts to ensure that adequate measures are taken.
Kompas strongly recommends you purchase travel and other insurance to cover cancellation charges, trip interruption, medical, accident, baggage and
other losses, expenses and damages. Kompas accepts no responsibility for damage or loss of baggage or other personal property.
Hotel and cruise porterage of one suitcase per passenger is usually included in your cruise or tour fare. Porterage in ports, airports, train stations and other
transit areas are not included and you will be required to carry your own luggage there.
While Kompas will make every possible endeavor to provide the advertised accommodation, they are not guaranteed and may, in rare instances, be
substituted. In addition, the type of bedding preference cannot be guaranteed. Check-in times vary and are not controlled or guaranteed by Kompas. The
availability of air conditioning is not guaranteed and is not controlled by Kompas.
Kompas may collect and pass on your personal information and other details to hotels, cruise ships, authorities and suppliers in advance of your travel.
You and only you are responsible to provide accurate personal information and other details to Kompas. You give Kompas explicit authorization to pass
on your personal information and other details even when you travel to a destination with less stringent data and privacy laws.
You must provide Kompas with the contact details of a non-traveling contact. In the unlikely event that an emergency arises, Kompas will liaise with your
designated non-traveling contact. You are requested to also provide Kompas with your email and travel phone number. Kompas or its representative will
only use those rare and necessitating instances while you travel.
Smoking is not allowed on motor coaches. On cruise ships smoking is only allowed in designated areas. Smoking may also not be allowed in certain
hotels. Kompas does not control the smoking policies of its contracted vendors and suppliers. Any possession or consumption of illegal drugs will result
in an immediate expulsion of the Kompas cruise of tour and may result in prosecution by the local authorities. Kompas shall not refund the expelled
passenger’s fare or part thereof. Kompas cannot and will not accept any responsibility or liability from and for an expelled passenger. Kompas cannot
and will not reimburse any costs incurred by the expelled passenger. Kompas reserves the right to recover, from the expelled passenger, any and all costs
Kompas incurred as a result of the expelled passenger’s actions
English is the language used on all of Kompas’ cruises and tours.
Kompas and/or its agents act only in the capacity of agent for the passengers in all matters pertaining to the tour or cruise, whether by plane, rail, motor
coach, ferry, cruise boat or any other means of conveyance. Kompas shall not be liable for any injury, damage or loss caused by neglect or default of any
company or person engaged in conveying the tour, cruise or any hotel proprietor or other person supplying services or material in connection with the
tour or cruise. Kompas reserves the right to withdraw a tour or cruise, refuse to accept or retain any person as a member of a tour or cruise at any time, or to
make changes in the published itinerary, whenever in their sole judgment conditions warrant or if they deem it necessary for the comfort, convenience or
safety of the passengers. All prices are based on tariffs in effect at the same time of publication, and are subject to reconfirmation at the time of booking.
Refunds, if any, for any portion of the tours or cruises not taken or delivered, will be made by the operator on the cancelled portion, less the expenses
incurred in the handling. All requests for refund of unused or undelivered services, etc. must be sent to Kompas and/or its booking agent, in writing, no
later than 30 days after completion of the relevant program. Kompas shall be released from any liability under the guarantee to such participant who
does not file a timely claim.
You agree that neither Kompas, nor any of its suppliers or contractors shall be liable for any damage, loss (including but not limited to personal injury,
death, property loss or other damage), or expense related to any act or omission of Kompas or any of its suppliers or contractors.
Any dispute between you and Kompas shall be governed by the laws of the State of Florida.
NOTE: Terms and conditions are subject to change without notice.
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